INDEX

This is an index for the original printing of the Arkham Horror rulebook. This index is also printed in the Dunwich Horror expansion rulebook, as well as the revised printing of the Arkham Horror rulebook.

Allies: leaving town, 18
Ambush: 24
Ancient One: awakening, 18-20; final battle with, 19-20; sheet breakdown, 19
Arkham Encounters Phase: 8-9
Arkham movement: 6-8
arrested: 16
Awareness: 21
Blessed: 16
closing gates: and winning the game, 12; how to, 16-17
Clue tokens: picking up, 8; placing, 10; spending, 13
combat: 14-15; example of, 14
combat rating (of monsters): 15
Cursed: 16
damage (from monsters): 15
delayed: 8, 16
devoured: 16; during final battle, 19, 20
doom track: 9, 18-20
doom track: 19, 20
elder signs: 17
encounters: in Other Worlds, 8, 9; monsters appearing because of, 21; resolving, 8-9
ending the game: 12
Endless: 24
Environment: 11
evading monsters: 6, 13-14; example of, 13
exhaust: 5
explored markers: 8, 10
final battle: 19-20
flying monsters: 11
focus: 6, 21
game board breakdown: 21
gates: and winning the game, 12; closing, 12, 16-17; monsters guarding: 17; opening during Mythos Phase, 9; opening on investigators, 10; sealing, 12, 17; awakening the Ancient One, 19, 24
home dimension: 21
insane: 16
investigator sheet breakdown: 19
locations: closing, 18; encounters at, 8; special abilities of, 20
lost in time and space: 16
Magical Combat: 15
Magical Immunity: 24
“Mask” monsters: 5
monster limits: 17-18, 24
monster marker breakdown: 21
monster movement: 10-11; example of, 10
monster trophies: collecting, 15; spending, 22
Movement Phase: 6-8
Mythos cards: resolving, 9
Mythos Phase: 9-12
neighborhood: 21
Nightmarish: 24
Other World Encounters Phase: 9-10
Other World movement: 7, 8
Outskirts: 17-18, 24
Overwhelming: 24
Physical Combat: 15
Physical Immunity: 24
refresh: 5
Rumor: 11
sealing gates: and winning the game, 12; how to, 17
setup: 4-5
skills: 12; adjusting, 6; skill checks, 13-14
skill checks: 13-14
special card limitations: 20
spells, casting: 15; example of 16
street area: 21
terror track: 19, 21; summary of levels: 24
timing conflicts: 22
toughness (of monsters): 15
trading equipment: 22
unconscious: 16
Upkeep Phase: 5-6, 8
victories, scoring: 12, 8
weapon and spell limits: 15
weapons: 15
winning the game: 12